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Filtration and separation specialist passing on a rich global environment to future generations
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Standard and Top level
Select the oil element suitable for your application.

Triple R elements are evaluated by filtration accuracy of multi-pass testing. The elements can be selected for contamination state of oil and required cleanliness. The elements has four sizes (30, 50, 100, 300), and seven lineup depending on filtration accuracies, structures, and materials. The cellulose for oil and polyester for water-glycol fluid are used for material. D type is the high performance element combined with two types.

3 phase filter concept

[image: ]
The Triple R elements have density gradient from top to bottom, one element has 3 phase filter structure.
 The element surface of the first phase captures large sludges,
 the element top of the second phase captures smaller sludge,
 the element bottom (press fitting of external paper tube) of the third phase captures fine sludge.
 The elements use the special cellulose material, adsorb and remove moisture, oxidative degradation product, varnish.

Triple R filter analyzes the machine (oil) condition.

The top of the internal filter elements can be seen by opening the housing cover of Triple R elements. The machine (oil) condition can be analyzed from the types of remaining contamination at the top of filters and element appearance.

Genuine Triple R elements to monitor machine conditions and maintain oil health

Place the used elements on paper or waste cloth, and observe the condition of elements after a while, when replacing the genuine Triple R elements periodically.

The damaged section of equipment and oil condition can be predicted by observing the entire element, surface shape, and types of the captured contamination.

The genuine Triple R elements health checkup as shown in the table below helps to prevent equipment trouble.


Condition of the genuine elements ①

The contaminations including dust, foreign matter of packing are captured in the surface.

Preferred measures

When dust, foreign matter of packing, subtle metal powder can be seen, the conditions of machine and oil can be considered to be normal.
 When the surface is black or brown, check acid value because oxidative degradation can proceed.

Surface observation of the genuine elements
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Condition of the genuine elements ②

In case a large amount of metal powder is captured

Preferred measures

When a large amount of metal powder is on the element, the components made of the same metal can be worn away.
 We suggest the immediate investigation for the parts using the components.

Surface observation of the genuine elements
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Condition of the genuine elements ③

The element surface is deformed severely, is soft when press with fingertip.

Preferred measures

A large amount of moisture can be mixed into oil. We suggest to investigate the cause of mixing moisture, and remove moisture or replace oil immediately.

Surface observation of the genuine elements
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Condition of the genuine elements ④

In case the element surface is broken

Preferred measures

When the element surface is broken without any severe deformation, the capture limit of contamination reaches. In this case, shorten the replacement interval of elements or attach nonwoven fabric (option) to element top.

Surface observation of the genuine elements
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Condition of the genuine elements ⑤

In case the element surface has sticky contamination

Preferred measures

When a large amount of black/dark brown sticky contamination or dark brown powder contamination is captured, significant oxidative degradation can be considered. 
 We suggest to shorten the replacement interval of oil or elements.

Surface observation of the genuine elements
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E series

Materials

Color of external paper tube: Blue
 Filter medium: cellulose
 Band: polypropylene
 Others: paper

Main specifications

	Product name	E30-H114	E50-H114	E100-H114(H80)	E300-H114（H80）
	Item codes	EL03002	EL05002	EL10003(EL10030)	EL30003(EL30007)
	Dimension	φ104ｘH114	φ144ｘH114	φ179ｘH114(H80)	φ303ｘH114（H80)
	Water capacity/CC	60	130	200	600
	Element accuracy	β5(C)=1000
	Oil and liquid to be filtered	mineral oil/ synthetic oil
	Applicable housing	BU30E,SE30	AL50,BU50E,SE50	SS102,103,SU102,
103,AL100,BU100E,
200E,300E,SE100,
SS100,SU102(SS104)	SS305,SS315,SS327
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More information

M series

Materials

Color of external paper tube: Green
 Filter medium: cellulose
 Band: polypropylene
 Others: paper

Main specifications

	Product name	M30-H114	M50-H114	M100-H114(H80)	M300-H114（H80）
	Item codes	EL03003	EL05004	EL10006(EL10035)	EL05004(EL30025)
	Dimension	φ104ｘH114	φ144ｘH114	φ179ｘH114(H80)	φ303ｘH114（H80)
	Water capacity/CC	60	130	200	600
	Element accuracy	β3(C)＝1000
	Oil and liquid to be filtered	mineral oil/ synthetic oil
	Applicable housing	BU30E,SE30	AL50,BU50E,SE50	SS102,103,SU102,
103,AL100,BU100E,
200E,300E,SE100,
SS100,SU102(SS104)	SS305,SS315,SS327
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More information

X series

Materials

Color of external paper tube: Orange
 Filter medium: cellulose
 Band: polypropylene
 Others: paper

Main specifications

	Product name	X30-H114	X50-H114	X100-H114(H80)	X300-H114（H80）
	Item codes	EL03004	EL05007	EL10010(EL10036)	EL30006(EL30019)
	Dimension	φ104ｘH114	φ144ｘH114	φ179ｘH114(H80)	φ303ｘH114（H80)
	Water capacity/CC	60	130	200	600
	Element accuracy	β10(C)=1000
	Oil and liquid to be filtered	mineral oil/ synthetic oil
	Applicable housing	BU30E,SE30	AL50,BU50E,SE50	SS102,103,SU102,
103,AL100,BU100E,
200E,300E,SE100,
SS100,SU102(SS104)	SS305,SS315,SS327
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More information

D series

Materials

Color of external paper tube: Red
 Filter medium: cellulose
 Band: polypropylene
 Others: paper

Main specifications

	Product name	D100-H114	D300-H114
	Item codes	EL10002	EL30001
	Dimension	φ179ｘH114	φ303ｘH114
	Water capacity/CC	400	1200
	Element accuracy	β4(C)＝1000
	Oil and liquid to be filtered	mineral oil/ synthetic oil
	Applicable housing	SS102,103,SU102,
103,AL100,BU100E,
200E,300E,SE100,
SS100,SU102	SS305,SS315,SS327
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More information

WE series

Materials

Filter medium: acrylic resin
 Band: polypropylene
 Exterior coating: polypropylene

Main specifications

	Product name	WE100
	Item codes	EL10013
	Dimension	Ø178xH114
	Water capacity/CC	900
	Element accuracy	-
	Oil and liquid to be filtered	mineral oil/ synthetic oil
	Applicable housing	SS102,103,SU102,
103,AL100,BU100E,
200E,300E,SE100,
SS100,SU102
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More information

WG series

Materials

Color of external pipe (PP): Yellow
 Filter medium: polyester
 Band: polypropylene

Main specifications

	Product name	WG100-H114	DWG100-H114
	Item codes	EL10012	EL10017
	Dimension	φ179ｘH114	φ179ｘH114
	Water capacity/CC	None	None
	Element accuracy	β10(C)＝1000	β7(C)＝1000
	Oil and liquid to be filtered	water glycol liquid
	Applicable housing	SS102,103,SU102,
103,AL100,BU100EW
200EW,300EW,SE100W,
SS100,SU102
		[image: ]	[image: ]
	Disassembly image	[image: ]	[image: ]


More information

Selecting table for elements/List of filtration accuracy

Element accessory series


1. Removal of waste (solid impurities)
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	Before filtration
NAS12 over		After filtration
NAS5


2. Water adsorption
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	Before filtration
0.1% water		After filtration
0.0002


3. Removal of oxidation deterioration product
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	Before filtration		After filtration
	Removal of oxidation deterioration product including sludge




Inner case for 100 series - H114
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Item codesIndustrial use

P55-60100

Applicable housing

SU102,103
 SS102,103

Material

polypropylene

Dimension

[image: ]

More information

Inner case for 100 series - H114
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Item codesIndustrial use

P55-60101

Applicable housing

SU102,103

Material

Engineer plastic
 * heat resistant model
 (temperature range: 90℃-130℃)

Dimension

[image: ]

More information

Inner case for 300 series - H114
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Item codesIndustrial use

P01-70008

Applicable housing

SS305

Material

Iron/Aluminum

Weight

4.1kg

Dimension

[image: ]

More information

Nonwoven fabric Φ180
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Item codesIndustrial use

EL999001

Application

This is the disc filter reducing element clogging, attaching it to element top for high contamination.

Applicable element series

100 series

Material

Cellulose

Dimension

[image: ]

More information

Nonwoven fabric Φ300
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Item codesIndustrial use

EL999003

Application

This is the disc filter reducing element clogging, attaching it to element top for high contamination.

Applicable element series

300 series

Material

Cellulose

Dimension

[image: ]

More information

Packing set

100 type packing set
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Item codes

TR039008

Comprises

100 type U-packin　1PC
 Φ18 bonded seal　1PC
 (We do not sell separately.)

More information

50 type packing set
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Item codes

TR039005

Comprises

50 type U-packin　 1PC
 Φ13.2 bonded seal　1PC
 Φ14 bonded seal　 1PC
 (We do not sell separately.)

More information

30 type packing set
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Item codes

TR039002

Comprises

30 type U-packin　 1PC
 Φ13.2 bonded seal　1PC
 (We do not sell separately.)

More information
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Triple R Co., Ltd.

TR Bldg, 6-27-10 Ayase, Adachi-ku, Tokyo

Tel: +81-3-5616-7731
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